Model 760e Enhanced Features

**All the Features of our Regular 760 plus**

- Running Indicator Light
- 30mm Mushroom Stop Button
- Positive Door Guard Switch
- Additional Contact Wheel Coverage
- Rapid-Stop Braking™ Technology

**742-6 Wheel Cover**

The 742-6 covers nearly all of the side of the wheel. It is also adjustable for 1.5" or 2" wide contact wheels.

**NOTICE:** It should not be implied that the 760e is a safer machine to operate or to own that the standard 760 belt grinder. The “760 Enhanced” has features that Burr King customers have suggested us adding. It must be understood improper uses of any equipment may be dangerous. Please read and understand all operating instructions.

Call Us For Additional Specifications and Options

**FREE Onsite DEMO!**

Burr King Mfg Co, Inc - Warsaw, MO
800.621.2748 - 660-438-8998
info@burrking.com www.burrking.com

**CAUTION**

USE PROPER EYE, FACE, HAND AND BODY PROTECTION WHEN USING THIS OR ANY OTHER GRINDER.